AFTERSCHOOL AND SUMMER CAMP PROGRAMMING

Looking to add something special to your afterschool or summer camp program? Have a Discovery Lab on Wheels educator visit your site. Our hands-on programs are perfect for a variety of audiences and age groups. Afterschool programming is available from 3:00pm to 6:00pm during the school year and summer programming is offered from June 6-August 15. Programs are suitable for classes of 30 students or less.

ONETIME VISIT PROGRAMS

Pricing: $80 for one 50 minute class
Travel Fees may apply to programs outside Tarrant County.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
★ Shaving Cream Bookmarks*
★ Chromatography*
★ Cabbage Chemistry*
★ Space*
★ Electric Energy
★ Chain Reactions
★ Magnets
★ Water Cycle

Contact us to learn more about what programs would be appropriate for your group.

SCIENCE CLUB

Pricing: $455 per 6 week session
Travel Fees may apply to programs outside Tarrant County.

Pick from one of these class topics:
★ Grossology* – learn about the grosser side of science with edible activities
★ CSI* – learn how detectives use science to solve crimes and solve one yourself
★ Science of Sports – learn how science is involved in all aspects of sports
★ Mad Science* – have a blast doing a wide variety of awesome experiments
★ Creative Chemistry* – use different types of chemistry to create amazing art
★ Science of Space* – explore space with out of this world experiments and activities

*Material fees may apply to these program offerings